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Mavic 2
The Mavic 2 is DJI's flagship consumer drone built for pros and enthusiasts. Discover more about the Mavic 2
Pro and Mavic 2 Zoom with specs, FAQs, video tutorials, guides, and user manuals. Learn more at DJI.com.

Johnny Patience » Metering for Film
The most common questions I receive in regards to shooting film are usually about metering and exposure. I
have covered a lot of other topics in the blog posts Film is Not Dead and The Secrets of Richard Photo Lab, but
I wanted to share a dedicated write-up about metering as this subject often seems to cause a lot of confusion..
Metering film vs. digital

History of the single
The history of the single-lens reflex camera (SLR) begins with the use of a reflex mirror in a camera obscura
described in 1676, but it took a long time for the design to succeed for photographic cameras: the first patent
was granted in 1861, and the first cameras were produced in 1884 but while elegantly simple in concept, they
were very complex in practice.

DJI Phantom 4 – Specs, FAQ, Tutorials and Downloads
The Phantom 4 introduces a Sport mode, accessible through a new trio of modes, P, S and A. P (Position) mode
is the standard mode, giving access to normal flight as well as Intelligent Flight Modes, ActiveTrack and
TapFly. S (Sport) Mode unlocks maximum flight speeds of up to 44mph (72kmh) A (Attitude) Mode remains
the same and removes satellite stabilization in flight.

Camera Museum
Argus | Canon | Chinon | Edixa | Exakta | Kodak | Konica | Mamiya | Minolta | Miranda | Nikon | Olympus |
Pentacon | Pentax | Petri | Praktica | Ricoh | Topcon | Vivitar | Yashica | Zeiss: Canon: Canon Canonflex (1959)
(Large Image) This is the original Canonflex model introduced in 1959 at the same show the Nikon F and
Minolta SR-2 were introduced in the United States.It had no meter but had ...

List of photographers
This article possibly contains original research. Please improve it by verifying the claims made and adding
inline citations.Statements consisting only of original research should be removed. (March 2019) (Learn how
and when to remove this template message)

Fuji X Buyer’s Guide :: Part 2 :: Lenses · DEDPXL

By: Zack Arias In Gear, Shop Talk · December 16, 2014 Fuji X Buyer’s Guide :: Part 2 :: Lenses. This is part
two of my three part Fuji X Series Buyer’s guide. Please visit part one to read my introduction to this series and
read my thoughts on the wide array of Fuji X cameras that are on the market. As stated in my camera post, the
following information is simply my personal opinion on ...

Nikon D3500 DSLR + 18
The Nikon D3500 captures high quality images, Full HD video and comes in a convenient, portable package
with a handy guide mode and built-in effects. Shop for DSLR’s at DCW.

How to Choose a DSLR Camera
Canon EOS 400D (Digital Rebel XTi) – I had the opportunity to play with this camera last week for a day and
while I was a little skeptical at first as it’s fairly much an entry level DSLR I came away from testing it quite
impressed. It has a 10.1 megapixel sensor, 2.5 inch LCD and all the features you’ll need to switch into manual
(and semi manual) modes.

Benchmark Performance: Nikon D810 review: Digital ...
Two years after Nikon shook up the high-end DSLR market with the 36MP D800 and D800E, it has
consolidated the 800-series with the release of a new camera, the D810. The D810 replaces both previous 800series models. Read our full review to find out how it performs.

